












All of us know that jamdani is a part of bengali tradition. However we know about 
dhakaia jamdani but there are 3 more districts which also produces jamdani and 
those are tangail, shirajgong and ishwardi from pabna district. In 4th December of 
2013 Bangladeshi jamdani weaving was declared as the "Intangible cultural 
heritage of humanity" by UNESCO.

Bonani S Chowdhury from Bangaj - ব�জ (An online shop), working with jamdani 
since July '20. Currently she is working with Tangail, Shirajgong and dhakaia 
Jamdani. She is customising  tangail and dhakaia Jamdani. Besides of dhakaia 
jamdani saree she is also working with 3 piece,2 piece and punjabi along with Koti 
dress, Lehenga, Khimar, Mask and Gown from the thinking of diversify the uses of 
Jamdani. From now on Jamdani shirt and Jamdani fabrics are available in Bangaj.
To take jamdani in new era she has also decided to use hand painting on it by a 
recognised artist named Biplob kor from this month. Moreover she is also trying to 
make Dhakaia jamdani gorgeous and appealing to everyone.

Tips: To avoid damage, don't dry wash jamdani sharee. It's need to be kata wash.
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